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	The Guardian Online, 22 April 2011_1: Artist of the Week 135: Michail PirgelisThis Cologne-based artist trawls scrapyards to make sculptures from decommissioned plane parts, showing an ongoing awe at the god-like achievement of being airborne                    Flying high ... Sprüth Magers London. Michail Pirgelis. Telescope, 2011. Michail Pirgelis – 'Los Angeles' It's been more than 100 years since the Wright brothers invented the first functioning plane. Yet when it comes to flying it still seems like the only response can be flat-out awe at what will always be a god-like achievement, to shudder at the audacious crossing of boundaries that sent Icarus tumbling from the heavens. This jumble of wonder, desire and fear, with its dreams of weightlessness and the force of gravity, is key to the sculptures of Michail Pirgelis. Pirgelis scours California's aircraft "bone-yards" for his materials. From escape shoots to seatbelts, toilets and overhead lockers, there are few decommissioned plane parts that he hasn't transformed into sculpture. Since his earliest airplane piece, Ikarus from 2001, where a whole fuselage cross-section had its seats doused with beeswax like the mythological wings, his treatment of these materials has been subtle and pointed. Door and window casements are polished to a mirror-like sheen, and leant upright or hung from walls like magic portals; countering the shine, compartments clad in the sepulchral matt black of stereo speaker cloth are lain coffin-like on the floor.
	The Guardian Online, 22 April 2011_2: Born in Germany in 1976, and brought up in Greece, Pirgelis is a recent graduate of the revered Düsseldorf Academy, where he was a student of art titan Rosemarie Trockel. His sculptures mine the contradictions of air travel, its physical reality and psychological import. A good example of this is Telescope, from 2011, where a metal rib from a fuselage gracefully stands like a triumphal relic from an elephant's graveyard. Left with chipped paint, nuts and bolts on view, its curved form seems to undermine the mechanics of flight itself: how can this crucial component of a plane's shell be such a heavy piece of engineering? It scarcely seems like it could be airborne, at once protecting its passengers and fraught with danger. Why We Like Him: Bateleur, which means "tightrope walker" or a type of eagle in French, features a shield-sized section of fuselage that leans against the wall like a soldier's breastplate, while a seatbelt extends upwards from its centre like a feather, conflating bird, plane and would-be superman. Not any old iron: Pirgelis makes a point of never using planes that have been involved in crashes. "What interests me isn't real life grief," he has said, "but that there should always be an awareness of the possibility of failure." Where Can I See Him? Michail Pirgelis, Los Angeles, at Sprüth Magers, London until 7 May.


